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Focused laser ablation by single laser pulses at varying angles of incidence is studied in two
materials of interest: a solgel~Ormocer 4! and a polymer~SU8!. For a range of angles~up to 70°
from normal!, and for low-energy~,20 mJ!, 40 ns pulses at 266 nm wavelength, the ablation depth
along the direction of the incident laser beam is found to be independent of the angle of incidence.
This allows the crater profiles at oblique incidence to be generated directly from the crater profiles
at normal incidence by a simple coordinate transformation. This result is of use in the development
of simulation tools for direct-write laser ablation. A simple model based on the moving ablation
front approach is shown to be consistent with the observed behavior. ©2004 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1655702#

Direct-write laser ablation using a focused laser beam is
a highly promising technique for micromachining applica-
tions. Diode-pumped solid-state lasers have recently been
employed for this purpose. This technique is particularly at-
tractive for prototyping because it allows direct and rapid
transfer from computer to workpiece without requiring an
expensive mask. However, improved understanding of the
fundamental ablation processes involved is required if this
approach is to become more widely established. Direct-write
micromachining involves the scanning of the focused laser
beam over the surface of the workpiece along a predefined
tool path, and overlap of multiple laser pulses on the surface
is usually required to achieve the desired structure. In order
to simulate arbitrary processes of this type and to predict
their final surface shapes, it is necessary to understand the
ablation of surfaces at nonnormal incidence. To investigate
this aspect, we have studied the ablation behavior at varying
angles of incidence in two interesting materials: a solgel~Or-
mocer 4! and a polymer photoresist~SU8!. Our study is con-
fined to the angular dependence of the ablation depth due to
single laser pulses incident on a previously unablated sur-
face; material changes in the workpiece arising from multi-
pulse ablation~such as increased surface roughness and in-
cubation effects! are not considered.

The samples consisted of thin~;100 mm! films of the
solgel material~Ormocer 4! deposited on a borofloat glass
substrate and SU8 polymer resist spun on a silicon wafer.
The laser system~frequency quadrupled Nd:VO4) produced
266-nm-wavelength,Q-switched pulses,40 ns in duration,
with a pulse energy ranging from 10 to 100mJ measured at
the laser. It had anM2 value ,1.3, beam divergence,0.3
mrad, diameter;2.5 mm, and polarization.100:1 horizon-
tal. The repetition rate for most measurements was set to 20
kHz. The laser output was expanded33 and stopped down
with an iris of about 7 mm diameter. After the scanning
mirror, the beam was focused down using anf u lens (f
5160 mm). The beam was scanned at a sufficient speed to
ensure the pulses were separated on the sample surface. The
angle of

incidence could be varied from 0° to 90° by rotating the
sample on a goniometer stage. The focal spot was approxi-
mately 10mm in diameter with a depth of focus;350 mm.
Craters were formed using different pulse energies, angles of
incidence, and states of polarization. The samples were mea-
sured with a Zygo New View 200 surface profiler, based on
scanning white light interferometry. In addition, scanning
electron microscope~SEM! images of the samples were ana-
lyzed to provide more information about the surface detail
and crater characteristics.

Typical SEM images of the craters~;10 mm in diam-
eter! are shown in Fig. 1. The craters had a maximum depth
up to;3 mm. The sol-gel appears to have a rougher surface
than the SU8 after ablation, particularly at pulse energies in
excess of 30mJ. It also has a tendency to crack at higher
energies. The rough surface may be due to local absorption
by organic groups causing highly concentrated ablation
points in the hybrid material. The SU8 generally shows a
smoother surface profile, although at higher energies, the cra-
ters in SU8 show ripples due to liquefaction. The craters
produced at lower energies appeared more predictable, and
were selected for more detailed analysis. Typical crater cross
sections taken from the Zygo for 11mJ pulse energy are
shown in Fig. 2. Each graph shows two experimental pro-
files, one measured at normal incidence~solid line! and the
other at oblique incidence~dashed line!. These slices were
taken through the deepest point of the three-dimensional pro-

a!Electronic mail: a.holmes@imperial.ac.uk FIG. 1. SEM images of craters.~a! Solgel ~11 mJ! and ~b! SU8 ~11 mJ!.
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file, in the plane of incidence; that is, the plane normal to the
sample rotation axis. Note that the axes are not on the same
scale.

For oblique incidence, the measured crater profiles be-
came asymmetrical and were very similar for both polariza-
tions over the range of angles investigated. Analysis of the
results revealed that, in each case, close approximations to
the crater profiles obtained at oblique incidence could be
generated from the normal incidence profiles by a trivial co-
ordinate transformation combining a shear and a rotation:
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Here, (x,z) and (X,Z) are the coordinates of corresponding
points on the oblique and normal incidence crater profiles,
andu is the angle of incidence for the oblique case~see Fig.
3!. Each graph in Fig. 2 also shows~crosses! the oblique
incidence profile generated using Eq.~1!. The agreement be-
tween the measured and generated oblique incidence profiles
is sufficiently close for discrepancies to be attributed to fluc-
tuations in the beam. The observed behavior suggests that the
ablation depth, if measured along the direction of the incom-
ing laser beam~rather than normal to the sample surface!, is
invariant under rotation of the sample, and depends only on
the transverse spatial intensity distribution of the beam.

The experimental results are consistent with the moving
ablation front model used previously to describe laser abla-
tion of polymers1–3 and metals.4,5 In the framework of this
model, the ablation happens in a thin layer on the material
surface. The surface propagates during the laser pulse as a
result of material loss, and the crater shape is the result of
this propagation. The starting point for analysis is the one-
dimensional~1-D! heat diffusion equation
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whereDT , cp , andr are the heat diffusivity, specific heat
capacity, and density, respectively, andT is the temperature
rise above ambient. The coordinate system of Eq.~2! is at-
tached to the material surface~the ablation front! andy is the
velocity of the front along thez direction ~normal to the
surface!. J is the power flow per unit area in thez direction

associated with the light propagating inside the material.
This is given by thez component of the Poynting vector,
which for normal incidence reduces to the local light inten-
sity inside the material. The use of a 1-D model for heat flow
is justified provided the beam diameter on the surface far
exceeds the characteristic heat diffusion length of the solid.
This is usually true for excimer laser ablation, as considered
in Ref. 5. The approximation is also reasonable in our case,
since the smaller size of the ablated spot~the beam diameter
;10 mm! is compensated by lower thermal diffusion in poly-
mers and glasses.

By solving Eq.~2! in combination with a model for ther-
mally activated decomposition of the material, previous
workers have shown that, for laser pulses with durationstp

in the range of several tens of nanoseconds, the photothermal
ablation process is characterized by two distinct phases sepa-
rated by some critical point in timetcr .

1 During the initial
phase, 0,t,tcr , the surface temperature,Ts5Tuz50 , rises
until it reaches the temperature for material mass loss. Dur-
ing this phase,y50. The ablation happens mainly during the
second phase,tcr,t,tp , whenTs varies more slowly and
the ablation front moves with the velocityy.0. The velocity
falls sharply for t.tp , terminating the process with little
further material loss.

For the second phase, if the temperature distribution
T(z,t) is assumed to be in steady state, then Eq.~2! becomes
stationary.2 In this case, taking into account the boundary
conditions at the surface,]T/]zuz5050, and in the bulk,
Tuz→`→0, Juz→`→0, Eq.~2! may be integrated to obtain the
velocity of the ablation front as

y5
Js

cprTs
. ~3!

Here,Js is the power flow per unit area just below the sur-
face, which is related to the incident laser intensityI 0 by

Js5~12R!I 0 cosu, ~4!

whereR is the~angle dependent! reflectivity of the material.
Js is generally a function of the lateral spatial coordinates,
but the spatial variation is assumed to be slow and is ne-
glected in Eqs.~2! and ~3!. This is consistent with the as-
sumed 1-D model forT(z,t). The same assumption is made
in Eq. ~4!, allowing the usual plane wave reflectivity to be
used.

With these approximations we can write that, during a
small time intervaldt, each point on the ablation front
propagates by a small amount:

FIG. 2. Zygo crater cross sections in~a! solgel at130°, ~b! solgel at160°,
~c! SU8 at 240°, and~d! SU8 at 250°. Solid black line shows normal
incidence; dashed line shows angled incidence~beam coming in from left of
crater for solgel and right of crater for SU8!; and crosses show fit to angled
incidence.

FIG. 3. Ablation model geometry.
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dhn5ydt5
I 0~12R!cosu

cprTs
dt, ~5!

where the subscriptn denotes that thedhn is in the direction
of the normal to the surface. From Fig. 3, the change in
crater depthalong the direction of the incident laser beamis
given bydh5dhn /cosu, which can be written with the aid
of Eq. ~5! as

dh5
I 0~12R!

cprTs
dt. ~6!

It is important to note that the factor cosu in Eq. ~5! does
not appear in Eq.~6!, making the incremental ablation depth
dh virtually angle independent. Some small degree of angu-
lar dependence might be expected for higher angles of inci-
dence because of the reflectivity term. In general, two effects
may occur: a uniform scaling of the crater depth as a result of
the oblique illumination, and a modification to the normal-
ized depth profile due to changes in the local angle of inci-
dence as the crater develops. However, for shallow craters
formed in materials with low real refractive index, as in our
investigation, both of these effects are expected to be very
weak except near grazing incidence, particularly if there are
fluence-dependent effects that further reduce the reflectivity
and effective refractive index below their normal values.
Such effects have been reported previously by Hodapp and
Fleming,6 who observed significant reductions in the reflec-
tivity of polyimide during 248-nm-wavelength excimer laser
ablation at oblique incidence.

Neglecting local variations in the angle of incidence dur-
ing ablation, the total ablation depthh along the direction of
the incident laser beam may be obtained by integration of
Eq. ~6!:
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and a is the optical absorption constant of the material. In
deriving Eq.~7!, we have neglected transient effects at the
start of the second phase, as predicted by more sophisticated
models,1 and any material loss after the end of the laser
pulse. Note that the transverse spatial variation of the laser
fluence and intensity are now shown explicitly. The quantity
Fcr is the portion of the laser fluence that goes to initially
raising the surface temperature toTs . It is easily shown that,
if the diffusion term in Eq.~2! is small, thenFcr5F0 at

normal incidence, and Eq.~7! reduces toh5a21@(F/F0)
21#, implying a linear ablation curve. This kind of ablation
characteristic is well known from work on excimer laser
ablation.6,7

When considering the possible angular dependence of
the total ablation depthh, we can ignore the effect of reflec-
tivity variations~that affecth through the termF0) except at
extreme angles, for reasons already discussed in the context
of the incremental depth. In addition, the effects of any an-
gular dependence inFcr will be small except in regions of the
crater where the fluence is close to the ablation threshold.
Consequently, we can expect the total ablation depth, and
hence the total volume of material removed by each pulse, to
show negligible angular dependence at modest pulse ener-
gies. This is in agreement with our experimental results.

We expect that the theoretical model described here will
show disagreement with experiment for larger fluence val-
ues, because the simplified photothermal ablation model will
break down, and the increased crater depth will lead to sig-
nificant changes in the angle of incidence as the crater
evolves. A more rigorous model for the ablation process,
coupled with a propagation algorithm that includes local
variations in angle, has to be considered for this higher flu-
ence regime. Poor agreement is also expected at very low
pulse energies, where the fluence is close toFcr over a large
portion of the crater. In this regime, the angular dependence
of Fcr will tend to reduce the ablation depth and volume of
material removed at oblique incidence.

We have investigated the behavior of focused laser abla-
tion for single laser pulses at varying angles of incidence in
a solgel~Ormocer 4! and a polymer~SU8!. We have shown
experimentally that, under certain conditions, the ablation
depth along the direction of the incident laser beam is inde-
pendent of angle of incidence. This allows crater profiles at
angled incidence to be generated directly from the crater pro-
files at normal incidence by a simple coordinate transforma-
tion. The observed behavior is consistent with a simple
model for the ablation process based on the moving ablation
front approach. The result will be useful in the prediction of
oblique incidence ablation for the controlled production of
more complex structures.
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